The Formation of Ionic Substances

(A First Year Blog for the week commencing the 10th of November 2019)

• One of the characteristics of a Metal element in the Periodic Table is that it gives up the electron
(or electrons) in its outermost shell in order to achieve the stability conferred by the Noble Gas
configuration of 8 electrons in the outermost shell; and, one of the characteristics of a Non-Metal
element in the Periodic Table is that it takes on as many electrons as it needs in order to achieve
the stability of 8 electrons in its outermost shell.
• In doing this, an ionic unit of an ionic substance (such as Sodium Chloride) is then formed because
the definition of an ionic substance is one in which electrons are transferred from atom to another
(in contrast to a molecular substance, such as Carbon Dioxide, in which electrons are shared
between two or more atoms).
• Ionic units are arranged in a “giant ionic crystalline lattice structure” in an ionic substance, and
the diagram below is that of the ionic substance Sodium Chloride (NaCl).

Source: https://www.shutterstock.com/image-illustration/ion-crystal-lattice-nacl-sodium-chloride-345228074

The formation of an ionic substance (e.g. the formation of NaCl, Sodium Chloride)
One ion of Na+ and one ion of Cl– together form just one IONIC UNIT of NaCl (cf. footnote1) – and a
grain of sodium chloride (i.e. a grain of common table salt) could easily contain many hundreds of
thousands of ionic units of NaCl.
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NB A curly arrow indicates the movement of electrons. Here the one-headed arrow
indicates that only one electron is being transferred.
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I am hoping that by now you will have learnt enough Chemistry so that you will never call this a “molecule” of Sodium
Chloride. There can never be “molecules” of an ionic substance. The smallest physical particle of an ionic substance is an
“ionic unit”. (Sadly, some textbooks do incorrectly refer to the molecules of ionic substances – and this you should never
do.)
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•

In the diagram above (where an atom of Sodium is transferring the electron in its outermost shell to an
atom of Chlorine), each of the circles represents the outline of an atom, and each of the “noughts” and each
of the “crosses” on the circumference of the circles represents one electron. For ‘A’ Level Chemistry, you
show only those electrons that are in the outermost shell of the atom. You do not show, I repeat “you do
NOT show” any of the electrons in the inner shells, because in any reaction it is normally only those
electrons in the OUTERMOST shell of an atom that participate in a reaction (and these electrons are called
"valence electrons").

•

It is customary to use “crosses” for the electrons of one element, and “noughts” for the electrons of the other
element in a 2-element reaction. [If there were three different elements involved in a reaction, then you
could use small triangles or small squares for the electrons of the third element.] Square brackets are used
for any species that has a charge, and the charge is shown just outside the top right hand corner of the
bracket. You must therefore show the two species Na+ and Cl– inside square brackets with their appropriate
charges just outside the top right hand corner of each bracket.

•

Please note that in your First Year ‘A’ Level (and especially in the exam) you MUST draw the diagram
EXACTLY as I have drawn it above i.e. with the square brackets/the charges/the curly arrow to indicate the
movement of the transferred electron/etc.

•

In Chemistry, the modern convention is to use a single-headed curly arrow to indicate the movement of one
electron, and a double-headed curly arrow to indicate the movement of two electrons.

•

As we have seen above, an ionic substance is composed of both a metal and a non-metal element; but, a
molecular substance is composed entirely of non-metal elements – and the composition of the two
substances (ionic substances and molecular substances) is therefore TOTALLY different. Actually,
important as that difference may be, that is not the only difference!

•

For an ionic substance to be formed, the atoms of the reacting metal must, MUST transfer the electron or
electrons in their outermost shell to the atoms of the non-metal; and, the atoms of the non-metal then accept
those electrons and keep them. The atoms of the metal that have lost the electrons now become positively
charged ions, while the atoms of the non-metal become negatively charged ions – and it is the attraction
between these oppositely charged ions that holds the ionic substance together.

NB When an atom of Sodium transfers an electron to an atom of Chlorine, in the process it then becomes a
positively charged ion of Sodium viz.
Na
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and, when an atom of Chlorine accepts and keeps the transferred electron, then it becomes a negatively
charged ion viz.
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•

A cluster of solid (as opposed to gaseous or aqueous) ionic units of an ionic substance will take the form of a
giant ionic crystalline lattice structure, and it really is important that when you are in your lab at school
you examine a three dimensional model of something like Sodium Chloride (NaCl) or Magnesium Oxide
(MgO) because it is extraordinarily difficult to depict in two dimensions something that exists in three
dimensions (but a three-dimensional laboratory model can easily portray a three-dimensional structure).

•

The diagrams below come from
https://www.google.com/search?q=images+of+MgO+chemistry&tbm=isch&source=univ&sa=X&ved=2ah
UKEwj36uen3ZDgAhUQTxUIHbvyDAwQsAR6BAgBEAE&biw=1411&bih=891
but there are many diagrams of giant ionic lattice structures on the web.
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The important things to note are that
• the positive (e.g. Mg2+) ions and the negative (e.g. O2–) ions alternate, and that therefore
• each ion will have SIX oppositely charged ions as its neighbours i.e. four as its neighbours in one plane (one
above, one below, and one on each side of it), and then one in front of it and one behind it – giving six
oppositely charged neighbouring ions in total.
If you concentrate on the central ions in each model (O2– , S2– ) you will see the six neighbours clearly.
(However, there are different types of stacking patterns for ionic structures – and the above is only one of
the possible patterns.)
•

Can you remember that I told you that the force holding an ionic substance together was the electrostatic
force of attraction between oppositely charged particles. Well, at GCSE Level you would have been told that
a positively charged ion is attracted to a negatively charged ion – and that is absolutely true, but at ‘A’
Level you have to broaden your horizons somewhat.

•

Let us imagine that you are a girl, and that Halle Berry (or Jennifer Aniston or whoever) would give her eye
teeth to look even half as good as you. Now, if that were the case, then do you think that it would be just the
boy who sits on your right and the one who sits on your left in class who would be mesmerised by you? No,
of course not! All the boys near you would be mesmerised by you. So you can see, we are NOT dealing with
a one-to-one attraction between oppositely charged particles (as you were taught at GCSE)!

•

Actually, it is even more interesting than that! If you were even half as gorgeous as I have just made you out
to be, then EVERY chap in the whole class would go around dreaming about you – and why should we
stop there? Surely EVERY BOY in the whole school (from the tiny little First Formers with their school
caps pulled firmly down on their little heads, to the Olympian six-foot tall Brad Pitts in the Upper Sixth)
would be attracted by you! Of course every chap in the whole school would be attracted to you if you were
even half as gorgeous as I have made you out to be.

•

OK, the reason for all this tosh about boys being attracted to good-looking girls is that I wanted to bring
home to you one very simple point, viz. that where (up to now) you might have thought about the attraction
between oppositely charged particles on a one-to-one basis, from now on I want you to think much more
deeply about the real nature of ionic bonding! Let us now therefore ask the question
WHAT IS IT THAT HOLDS A GIANT IONIC LATTICE STRUCTURE TOGETHER?

•

The answer is that the thing that holds a whole giant ionic lattice crystal structure together is IONIC
BONDING, and this is the electrostatic force of attraction between EACH AND EVERY ion and
EACH AND EVERY oppositely charged ion in the whole structure.

•

Let us go back to my silly tosh about Halle Berry/Jennifer Aniston for just one second; and, if there were say
1,000 pupils (500 girls and 500 boys) in your school, and every girl were as good-looking as I made you out
to be, and every boy were equally “fit”, then there would be a force of attraction between every girl AND
EVERY SINGLE BOY, and every boy AND EVERY SINGLE GIRL in the whole school. Well, THAT
is exactly what the bonding is like inside an ionic substance! Have you got it now? The forces of
attraction inside an ionic substance are absolutely HUGE/GIGANTIC!
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•

I hope that I have now given you some idea of the power of the ionic bonding inside a giant ionic lattice
crystalline structure – and thus you will now be able to work out for yourself why ionic substances have
high Melting Points and high Boiling Points. It takes an awful lot of energy to break all the bonds between
all the oppositely charged ions in an ionic substance, and it is this that causes ionic substances to have
HIGH Melting and HIGH Boiling Points. In order to melt an ionic substance, you have to break not
just one bond but EVERY SINGLE ionic bond in the substance, and there will be grillions of such
bonds – and that is why so much energy is needed for melting and for boiling ionic substances!

•

Before we leave ionic substances (and look at molecular substances) let us do one more thing – and that is
let us give a name to one important aspect of ionic bonding.

•

We have seen that in ionic bonding, the force of attraction of any one ion is not directed solely in one
direction i.e. at just one of its neighbouring oppositely charged ions, but it is in fact directed at EVERY
oppositely charged ion in the whole giant ionic lattice crystal; and, to underline the fact that the force of
ionic attraction is not directed solely in one direction, chemists say that the force of attraction is “nondirectional”. However, this is a negative description, and I prefer to stress the fact that the ionic force of
attraction radiates out in EVERY direction, and I myself say that the ionic force of attraction is “omnidirectional”.2 I will say that again. The force of ionic attraction is omni-directional, and this is in sharp
contrast to intra-molecular forces of attraction which are uni-directional i.e. they are exerted in only one
very specific direction.

Source : University of Arizona Geology Dept.
•

2

This is another representation of the giant ionic lattice crystal structure of sodium chloride, and of what
happens when it is dissolved in water.

The Latin word “omni” means “all” or “every” in English.
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